
PRESENTERS
GUIDE

When you present at a conference, you’re faced with the challenge of
condensing months, even years, worth of research and findings into a

short time slot. You battle limited attention spans, looming coffee breaks,
and the repetitive boredom of back-to-back speakers.

Rather than being stuck in a static slide, with no context of where you
came from or where you’re going, Prezi’s zooming canvas allows you to

view your big picture goals and then zoom in to show the important
details, but you don’t want to get stuck in technicalities or nerves, so use
this Prezi Presenters Guide to review all your options, check off all those

minute tasks, and prepare yourself to be the star of your next
presentation!



• How do I present my prezi?Go
• Presenting a prezi remotelyGo
• Connecting to a ProjectorGo
• Presenting with Remote ClickersGo

Before your Presentation/Conference:

Have you defined your goals for your presentation? What do you want the
audience to learn that they didn’t know before? Do you have a “call for action” that
you want to convey?

Have you budgeted time appropriately? Take into account timing for the full
session including potential overruns; timing can vary substantially between
practice and live presentations

Have you simplified your visuals and made them legible for the entire audience?
Figures and graphics are more impactful than text and that audience members
may be seated up to 75' away!

Have you clearly communicated the structure of the presentation in your
overview? If the audience is aware of your plans for the presentation, clarity and
memorability will increase!

Have you practiced your presentation to ensure it engages and connects with the
audience? Practicing with a colleague who can time you and provide feedback
can be particularly beneficial

Have you indicated where and how the audience can learn more about your
topic? Make it easy for the audience to request and ask questions about your
content

Take a look at the resources below before your presentation (Just select the
hyperlinks by clicking on “Go”. If this is a printed asset, simply search for the terms
below on the learn & Support site.



Your Technology Checklist:

The Prezi platform allows you to present your materials and media to anyone with
a browser and Internet connection. However, like any conference platform (virtual
or not), it is best to test all aspects of your presentation before presenting live. The
following checklist is to assist you in testing:

1. Verify your Network Connection

It is best practice to use a hard-wired connection when presenting a webinar over
the Internet. Wireless and Satellite connections often fluctuate based on
surrounding conditions and can result in bad or dropped audio, image
disconnections, etc. If you must go wireless, you can test connectivity prior to the
event using a speed test from a site like speedof.me. You’re looking for 1 Mbps
upload and download speed, ideally. Don't forget to synch your Prezi with the
Desktop App! In the worst case scenario you can present from your desktop
application if cloud access is unavailable.

2. Check Audio, Video and Microphone

It is recommended to do a technical run prior to the live event. Log in to the
conference room with a moderator to perform a thorough audio/video test. Speak
for at least one minute to allow the moderator to check for audio/video quality,
volume level and make any necessary adjustments. A best practice is to use a
USB connection headset with echo cancelling mic, with microphone placement at
chin level. In case of hardware failure, it also is best to have a backup microphone
ready in case of an emergency. Most of this will fall on the conference organizer,
but good points to consider if you are leading a solo webinar. If possible, do not
use a speakerphone or cell phone. Speakerphones pick up extraneous noises such
as rustling papers and squeaking chairs. Cell phones are prone to audio dropouts,
fuzzy sound, and loss of battery power. A good quality headset is worth the
investment if you do several presentations. Otherwise, use your telephone
handset—a device specifically designed to deliver the human voice clearly over
the limited bandwidth of a phone line.

3. Verify your Presentations

Make sure all Prezi files have been uploaded and converted. Practice advancing
the slides via mouse clicks, keyboard strokes or using the next and previous arrow
buttons in the platform. Be sure you've created a Prezi portable and synced with
your Prezi desktop in case of emergencies!



4. Movie Player

If you need to show a movie (*.avi,*.flv, *.mov, *.mp4, *.mpg or *.wmv), make sure
you have tested it with the Prezi Player. Please note, if your presentation is linked
to online videos, they may NOT play if you are working from the desktop or a
portable Prezi. Be sure to insert the content directly off your desktop so internet
connectivity is not an issue.

5. Test/Verify Co-Browser Websites

The Cobrowser used at some conferences lets presenters load web sites for
attendees to interact with, such as a sign-up page or order form. The web page
technically opens in what is called an iFrame. Certain websites such as LinkedIn
do not allow their pages to load within iFrames. As a result you will not be able to
load such pages. Always test the pages before the beginning of your webinars.

6. Shut down Any Unnecessary Applications

Make sure you have sufficient bandwidth and there are no other applications that
take up a significant portion of said bandwidth (downloaders, movie streaming,
etc.). Programs such as Skype can interfere with the webinar platform and block
microphone access. So please make sure you quit these programs before you
start your session.

7. Verify Workflow of Presentation

Review the event workflow so you and the moderator know what to expect (from
starting a recording, raising the curtain, how many slides in presentation, etc.)

8. Schedule Support Resources

For an additional fee, our technical support department can assist you with your
technical support needs. Please contact our sales team to schedule dedicated
support if you require this. Training also can be provided for your presenters prior
to your conference.



Presentation Skills Checklist for Professionals

Are you ready to knock the socks off your audience with your presentation? Below
is a checklist of polished presentation behaviors as well as how to prepare your
hardware/tech prior to your presentation. If you can master all these elements,
you will deliver a knockout presentation that should earn your audience’s respect.

Presentation appears well-rehearsed (smooth and professional).
Presentation takes the appropriate length of time. Length of presentation
matches audience attention span.
Refer to notes, but do not read your presentation!
Make frequent eye contact (with all parts of the room, not just one side).
Deliver your presentation with energy and enthusiasm.
Keeps hands out of pockets, move about the front of the room while
speaking, but don’t pace.
Project your voice well enough so everyone in the room can hear it.
Slow Down! Speak at a normal pace — not too quickly or too slowly.
Change up your vocal pitch (Don't speak in monotone!).
Try to keep “pause words,” such as “ummms” and “uhhs” to a bare
minimum.
Refrain from distracting behavior, such as chewing gum, rustling papers or
fumbling with/dropping notecards while speaking.
To increase audience engagement, ask your audience for questions.



Prepare your Hardware for presentation duty:

1. Make sure your PC does not go to sleep

You do not want your PC screen to go black in the middle of your presentation. To
prevent this, click “Change Plan Settings” and make sure all rows are set to
“Never” in the “Plugged in” Column.

2. Turn off Screen Saver and System Sounds

Inserting USB sticks and adjusting the system volume makes these beeping
sounds by default. Also, a Screen Saver can be quite annoying if the PC is left
inactive during the presentation. Make sure Screen Saver is set to “None” and
Sounds is set to “No Sounds”.

3. Set your Windows Desktop Background to solid black color

In case you are forced to minimize your Prezi in front of your audience, it will look
much better if you change your Desktop Background to a solid black color.

4. Disable Automatic Updates & Extra Applications

Your PC should not bother you with updates during an important presentation and
it’s equally important to have as few programs running as possible (Dropbox might
start downloading a large file added to a shared folder, someone might call you
on skype etc.). Turn off applications you do not need by right clicking on them in
the bottom right task bar and select “Quit”.

5. Turn off taskbar on the second display (Only for Extended Desktop setup)

If you’re using Extended Desktop mode, it will look more professional if your
audience does not see your taskbar on the big screen. Right click on your taskbar
(the bottom blue bar on your screen) and select “Properties”. Disable “Show
taskbar on all displays”.

6. Turn off Trackpad gestures

Depending on the PC model, accidently swiping with one, two or three fingers can
have unwanted effects (such as launching the Windows App store). If you are not
100% confident with your trackpad gestures it is recommended to turn them off.
This varies from PC model to PC model.



The Final Countdown: What to Do Before You
Take the Stage

All that time spent polishing, honing, and rehearsing your presentation... Gone in a
split second. You're on stage, paralyzed by fear. You can't open your mouth. Your
heart is beating like a drum, and the fight-or-flight reaction is in full swing.

What’s the best way to beat this terrifying paralysis? The more we can make
presenting feel habitual, the less nerve-wracking it will be.  This routine made up
of 5 simple habits will help you count down to every presentation with less anxiety
and better preparedness.

DAY OF THE WORKSHOP

What you’ll need to bring:*

Printed version of slides with speaker notes

Laptop computer (equipped with Prezi Desktop)

Projector if not provided by conference

Memory sticks with the Prezi presentation. Remember to bring a back up!

*Optional

Arrive early to prepare the room (rearrange chairs and tables, if needed)

Test the computer and projector to make sure they are working

Run through the Prezi prior to the event start time

Set up check-in table with Participant sign-in sheet



5 MINUTES BEFORE YOUR PRESENTATION: REMEMBER, YOU DON'T LOOK AS
NERVOUS AS YOU THINK.

Your presentation is about to start and you have a rush of thoughts in your head.
Most of them are not calming at all. The good news is that your audience can't see
those thoughts.

Remember, you are the only person that is inside your head. Your audience has no
idea how nervous you really are. You are standing in front of them greeting them,
talking with them, your technology is already in order, you're smiling. They will
have no clue how you are feeling inside.

Your anxiety is going to be our little secret, right?

4 MINUTES BEFORE YOUR PRESENTATION: CONTROL YOUR AUDIENCE.

Before fear starts controlling you, start controlling your audience. Solicit their
opinions. You can ask for a show of hands or ask something very simple and ask
them to simply shout their answer. If they comply with some simple "orders" like
tweeting with the correct hashtag or raising their hands if they are newcomers,
then there is no point in fearing them, right?

3 MINUTES BEFORE YOUR PRESENTATION: NEVER COMPLAIN.

I'll be honest—it's really hard to stick to this one. When glitches happen during a
presentation, it’s tempting to give in and complain. But complaining makes your
audience focus on a fault, an error, something missing, something broken. You
may know that your presentation looked better on a different projector, but your
audience doesn’t need to know that. They need to focus on the benefit of your
presentation, not on some technical glitch or shortcoming.

2 MINUTES BEFORE YOUR PRESENTATION: TRANSFORM YOUR FEAR INTO
ENERGY.

Let go. Don't block your fear or anxiety. Let it circulate freely in your body and
your mind. There is really no way that you can completely control it. You can do
one thing, though—use your fear to give you energy and strength. You can limit



the negative effects of anxiety as demonstrated in a study conducted by Alison
Wood Boorks at Harvard Business School.

Yes, this is a presentation and it requires your alertness and attention. So use your
fear to energize yourself, give you more focus, alertness and attention.

1 MINUTE BEFORE YOUR PRESENTATION: DON'T OBSESS OVER SMALL DETAILS.

There is a difference between written and oral language. Even native speakers
make small mistakes while speaking. It's normal, and you shouldn't obsess about
it.

Instead of worrying about small details, focus on the big picture. Make sure you
cover all the basics and never mind the smaller glitches that may happen during
your talk. Nobody but you will recall these details, if they remain in the
background of a great event.

SHOWTIME: JUST BEGIN!

Your host has introduced you, your first slide is on the screen, and all eyes are on
you. Fear strikes. Feel it. React to it by saying one word—the word that begins your
presentation. You have rehearsed it and know it by heart. Count mentally to three
and begin with your well-rehearsed first minute.




